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Polarized IR spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals were measured at 293 K and 77 K in the \( \nu_{O-H} \) and \( \nu_{O-H} \) band frequency ranges. The corresponding spectra of the two individual systems strongly differ, one from the other, by the corresponding band shapes as well as by the temperature effect characterizing the bands. The crystal spectral properties remain in a close relation with the electronic structure of the two different molecular systems. We show that a vibronic coupling mechanism involving the hydrogen bond protons and the electrons on the \( \pi \)-electronic systems in the molecules determines the way in which the vibrational exciton coupling between the hydrogen bonds in the carboxylic acid dimers occurs. A strong coupling in 2-furanacrylic acid dimers prefers a “tail-to-head-” type Davydov coupling widespread by the \( \pi \)-electrons. A weak through-space coupling in 2-furanacetic acid dimers is responsible for a “side-to-side-” type coupling. The relative contribution of each exciton coupling mechanism in the dimer spectra generation is temperature and the molecular electronic structure dependent. This explains the observed difference in the temperature-induced evolution of the compared spectra.

1. Introduction

Infrared spectroscopy still constitutes a basic tool in the research of the hydrogen bond dynamics. The \( \nu_{X-H} \) bands measured in the highest frequency range of the mid-infrared attributed to the proton stretching vibrations in X–H···Y hydrogen bonds are the source of wealth data system in this matter. Complex fine structure patterns of these bands are considered as the result of anharmonical coupling mechanisms involving the proton stretching vibrations and other normal vibrations occurring in associated molecular systems, mainly the low-frequency X···Y hydrogen bridge stretching vibrational motions [1–5]. The band contour shapes are extremely susceptible on the influences exerted by diverse physical factors, such as changes of temperature, changes in the matter state of condensation, pressure, and solvents [1–5].

Among the contemporary theories of the IR spectra of the hydrogen bond, formed in molecular systems, quantitative theoretical models elaborated for the description of the \( \nu_{X-H} \) band generation mechanisms are of the particular importance. There are two most advanced quantitative theoretical models, namely, the “strong-coupling” theory [6–8] (the elder theory) and the “relaxation” (linear response) theory, the novel model [9, 10]. Both models are of a purely vibrational nature. Over the last four decades, by using of these theories, IR spectra of diverse hydrogen bond systems have been reproduced satisfactorily. The model calculations concerned quantitative interpretation of spectra of single, isolated hydrogen bonds [7, 11], spectra of cyclic dimeric hydrogen bond systems [7, 12–14], and the IR spectra of hydrogen-bonded molecular crystals [15]. Simultaneously, the H/D isotopic effects observed in the spectra of the deuterium-bonded corresponding systems have been interpreted [7–15].

Nevertheless, despite the doubtless successes achieved in this area, when interpreting the hydrogen bond system spectra, it seems that a number of basic theoretical problems still remain unsolved. It also seems that the main source in the understanding of many spectral phenomena characterizing
systems consisting with a number of mutually coupled hydrogen bonds, in terms of the two different quantitative approaches, is in the early history of these studies. In practice, up to the beginning of the 90s of the 20th century, these studies were restricted to the interpretation of spectra of a number of very simple hydrogen bond systems, mainly to the spectra of cyclic acetic acid dimers formed in the gaseous phase [7, 12–14]. The extension of this research over other, more diversified and complex hydrogen bond aggregates allowed us to recognize numerous puzzling spectral effects attributed to these systems. Interpretation of these effects seemed to be beyond the contemporary quantitative theoretical models of the hydrogen bond IR spectra without assuming that some not revealed yet mechanisms codisect in the spectra generation.

For the last decade, spectroscopy in polarized light of hydrogen-bonded molecular crystals has provided key experimental data in this area. By measuring of polarized IR spectra of spatially oriented molecular crystals, characterized by a rich diversity of hydrogen bond arrangements met in their lattices, the most complete information has been obtained about the coupling mechanisms involving hydrogen bonds in these systems. It appeared that the investigation of spectra of even so simple mutually interacting hydrogen bond aggregates like cyclic dimers (e.g., carboxylic acid dimers) allowed to reveal new H/D isotopic effects, namely, the H/D isotopic self-organization effects. They depend on a nonrandom distribution of protons and deuterons in the crystal lattices of isotopically diluted hydrogen bond systems. These spectral effects may be considered as the manifestation of a new kind of cooperative interactions involving hydrogen bonds, that is, the so-called dynamical cooperative interactions [16–18]. This revealing has emphasized the role of the vibronic coupling between the electronic and the proton vibrational motions taking place in hydrogen bond aggregates, in the generation of the very nature of the hydrogen bond as the natural phenomenon and in the interhydrogen bond interaction mechanisms [17, 18].

In the lattices of carboxylic acid crystals, centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers, present in the (COOH)$_2$ cycles, are frequently met [19, 20]. These dimers are the bearers of the main crystal spectral properties in the frequency ranges of the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ bands attributed to the proton stretching vibrations. One might expect that regardless of the molecular structure of carboxylic acids in their fragments placed outside the carboxyl groups, the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ band contour shapes should be fairly similar one to the other. This presumption is based on the considerations of the classic vibrational analysis, which predicted that the proton stretching vibrations in these molecules practically do not mix with vibrations of other atomic groups [21]. The experiment learns, however, that spectra of diverse carboxylic acid crystals considerably differ, one from the other, with regard to their $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ band contour shapes as well as with regard to the temperature effects measured in the spectra. Qualitatively similar conclusion is valid for the $\nu_{\text{OD}}$ bands in the spectra of the deuterium-bonded species [22–27]. Our hitherto estimations, resulting from the comparison of the IR crystalline spectra of diverse carboxylic acid molecular systems, ascribe the differences between the compared spectra in relation to the differences in the electronic structure of carboxylic acid molecules. For instance, $\pi$-electronic systems of aromatic rings or other larger conjugated $\pi$-electronic systems, linked directly to carboxyl groups, strongly change the basic spectral properties of carboxylic acid dimers in comparison with the analogous properties of aliphatic carboxylic acids [22–27]. The generation mechanism of these effects still remains unknown.

This paper deals with IR spectra of the hydrogen bond in crystals of two different carboxylic acids, namely, of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid. In these crystalline systems, associated molecules form hydrogen-bonded cyclic, centrosymmetric dimers (Complete crystallographic data for 2-furanacetic acid and (excluding structure factors) have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre under the number CCDC-885823. Copies can be obtained free of charge from CCDC 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, U.K. (Fax: Int.+1223-336-033; e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk)). The crystallographic data for 2-furanacrylic acid can be found in [28, 29]. Molecules of these two individual molecular systems differ, one from the other, by their electronic structures. In the latter case, the carboxyl groups are directly linked to the large $\pi$-electronic systems. In the 2-furanacetic acid crystal case, methylene groups separate the hydrogen bonds, formed by the associated carboxyl groups, from the $\pi$-electronic system of furan rings.

The aim of the study reported in this paper was to provide new arguments of experimental nature about the role of the electronic structures of carboxylic acid molecules in the generation of IR spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond dimers. The investigation results presented constitute a part of results obtained in the frames of a wider project, which also assumed measuring of crystalline spectra of other carboxylic acids, mainly of furan and thiophene derivatives. Our choice of these model molecular systems was strongly supported by advantageous well-developed $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ and $\nu_{\text{OD}}$ band contour shapes in the IR spectra of these systems. We expected that the quantitative analysis of the polarized IR spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid crystals and also of the spectra of relative carboxylic acid crystals should provide new arguments for the formulation of a new theoretical approach for the description of the hydrogen bond dimer spectra. The understanding of the temperature effects and the generation mechanism of the intensity distribution patterns in the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ and $\nu_{\text{OD}}$ bands in the spectra of diverse carboxylic acid crystals are of the particular interest and importance in this project.

2. X-Ray Structures of 2-Furanacetic Acid and 2-Furanacrylic Acid

Crystals of 2-furanacetic acid are monoclinic and the space-symmetry group is $P2_1/c$, $Z = 4$. The lattice constants at 100 K: $a = 13.0525(4)$ Å; $b = 4.85360(10)$ Å; $c = 9.4107(3)$ Å, $\beta = 103.832(3)^\circ$. In a unit cell four translationally nonequivalent molecules form two plain centrosymmetric cyclic hydrogen-bonded dimers (Complete crystallographic data for 2-furanacetic acid (excluding structure factors) have been
The space-symmetry group is C2/c and Z = 2-furanacetic acid. A view of the crystal lattice is shown in Figure 1.

2-Furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid molecules in the lattice are linked together by the O–H···O hydrogen bonds, forming centrosymmetric dimers. A view of the crystal lattice of 2-furanacetic acid is shown in Figure 1.

Crystals of 2-furanacrylic acid are also monoclinic, the space-symmetry group is C2/c and Z = 8. The unit cell parameters are a = 18.975 Å; b = 3.843 Å; c = 20.132 Å, β = 113.9°. The molecules of 2-furanacrylic acid in the lattice are linked together by the O–H···O hydrogen bonds, forming cyclic approximately centrosymmetric dimers [28, 29]. The X-ray structure of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals is shown in Figure 2.

3. Experimental

2-Furanacetic acid (C₄H₃O–CH₂–COOH) and 2-furanacrylic acid (C₄H₃O–CH=CH–COOH) used for our studies were the commercial substance (Sigma-Aldrich). 2-furanacetic acid was employed without further purification, while 2-furanacrylic acid was purified by crystallization from its acetone solution. The d₁ deuterium derivatives of the compounds (C₄H₃O–CH₂–COOD and C₄H₂O–CH=CH–COOD) were obtained by evaporation of D₂O solution of each compound at room temperature and under reduced pressure. It was found that the deuterium exchange rate for the COOH groups varied from 60 to 90% and from 70 to 90% for different samples, respectively.

Crystals suitable for further spectral studies were obtained by melting solid samples between two closely compressed spaces CaF₂ windows, followed by a very slow cooling of the liquid film. By that means, reasonably thin crystals could be received, characterized by their maximum absorbance at the νO–H band frequency near to 0.5 at room temperature. From the crystalline mosaic, adequate monocristalline fragments, having dimensions of at least 2×2 mm, were selected and then spatially oriented with the help of a polarization microscope. It was found that in each system case the crystals most frequently developed the “ac” crystalline face. These crystals were selected to the experiment by use of a thin, tin plate diaphragm with a 1.5 mm diameter hole, and then IR spectra of these crystalline fragments were measured by a transmission method. Spectral experiments were accomplished at room temperature and also at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, using polarized IR radiation. In each measurement, two different, mutually perpendicular orientations of the incident beam electric field vector “E” were applied, with respect to the developed face of the crystal lattice. The solid-state polarized spectra were measured with a resolution of 2 cm⁻¹, for the normal incidence of the IR radiation beam with respect to the crystalline face. The IR spectra were measured with the Nicolet Magna 560 FT-IR spectrometer. Measurements of the spectra were repeated for ca. 8 crystals of each isotopomer of an individual compound. Spectra were recorded in a similar manner for the deuterium derivatives.

The Raman spectra of polycrystalline samples of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid were measured at room temperature with the use of the Bio-Rad FTS-175C FT-IR spectrometer at the 1 cm⁻¹ resolution.

4. Results

The preliminary experimental studies of spectral properties of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid based on the measurements in CCl₄ solution in the frequency range of the νO–H proton stretching vibration bands. The results are shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 4 are shown the νO–H bands from the IR spectra of the polycrystalline acid samples in KBr pellets, measured at 298 K and 77 K, and in Figure 5 the νO–D bands spectra of the deuterium derivatives samples in the same conditions. The comparatively wealth spectrum of νO–H and νO–D bands for 2-furanacrylic acid molecules may be predictable, based on earlier results for cinnamic acid crystals [24], while the νO–H and νO–D bands for 2-furanacetic acid crystals are relatively poorer, similarly as in the phenylacetic acid crystal case [25].

Polarized IR spectra of the two crystalline systems measured at the room temperature in the νO–H band frequency
The temperature effect in the crystalline spectra in the most intense polarized components of the ν_{O-H} bands is shown in Figure 10 and in the ν_{O-D} bands is given in Figure 11.

The corresponding spectra of isotopically diluted crystals recorded in the ν_{O-D} band range are presented in Figure 6, whereas the corresponding low-temperature spectra are shown in Figure 7.

The unusual properties of the “residual” ν_{O-H} bands have proved that the distribution of protons and deuterons between the hydrogen bonds of the isotopically diluted crystalline samples is nonrandom and in an individual dimer the coexistence of two identical hydrogen isotope atoms, proton or deuterons, is preferred. As a result, the interhydrogen bond exciton interactions still occur in each dimeric system and consequently the “residual” ν_{O-H} bands retain their “dimeric” properties. These spectral effects, that is, the so-called H/D isotopic “self-organization” effects, are

5. Isotopic Dilution Effects in the Crystalline IR Spectra

On comparing the spectra in Figures 3 and 6–9, it can be noticed that the replacement of the major part of the hydrogen bond protons by deuterons changed the dichroic properties in the “residual” ν_{O-H} band substantially. The band shapes no longer depended on the crystal orientation investigated and resembled the spectrum measured for the CCl₄ solution of the compounds. Regardless of the increase in the rates of deuterium substitution in the samples, the “residual” ν_{O-H} band still retained its “dimeric” character. This is due to the fact that the hydrogen-bonded dimeric spectrum measured in the “residual” ν_{O-H} band range is still under the influence of the interhydrogen bond vibrational exciton interactions occurring within each individual carboxylic acid dimer [22–27].

The unusual properties of the “residual” ν_{O-H} bands have proved that the distribution of protons and deuterons between the hydrogen bonds of the isotopically diluted crystalline samples is nonrandom and in an individual dimer the coexistence of two identical hydrogen isotope atoms, proton or deuterons, is preferred. As a result, the interhydrogen bond exciton interactions still occur in each dimeric system and consequently the “residual” ν_{O-H} bands retain their “dimeric” properties. These spectral effects, that is, the so-called H/D isotopic “self-organization” effects, are...
the attribute of the “dynamical cooperative interactions” involving hydrogen bonds in the dimers [16–18].

In the case of high excess of protons in the crystals qualitatively similar spectral effects can be identified in the “residual” νO−D bands, located in the range of 1900–2300 cm⁻¹, as those observed in the “residual” νO−H bands. In the low concentration of deuterons, the “residual” νO−D bands still retain the characteristic linear dichroic effects accompanying them (see Figures 4–9). For the two compared “residual” bands, νO−H and νO−D, not only the linear dichroic but also the temperature effects appear to be similar to the corresponding effects measured in the spectra of isotopically neat crystals.

This property results from the “dynamical cooperative interactions” in the hydrogen-bonded systems which lead to the appearance of the so-called H/D isotopic self-organization effects in the hydrogen bond IR spectra [17, 18]. The source of these nonconventional interactions in the hydrogen bond dimers is a vibronic coupling mechanism involving the totally symmetric proton stretching vibrations and the electronic motions in the systems [17, 18]. According to the theory of the “dynamical cooperative interactions,” the symmetric hydrogen bond dimers of the HH or DD-type, with identical hydrogen isotope atoms, are thermodynamically more stable than the non-symmetric dimers of the HD type. The distribution of the HH- or DD-type dimers in the lattice sites is random. The energy difference between the two forms of dimers, the HH and the HD types was estimated as approximately equal to 1.5 kcal/mole of the dimers. Therefore, the relative concentration of the HD-type dimers is negligibly low and practically nondetectable with the use of the IR spectroscopic methods [16–18].

From the experimental studies presented in Figures 3–11 it also results that hydrogen-bonded cyclic centrosymmetric dimers are the bearers of the crystal spectral properties, since the inter-dimer vibrational exciton interactions are negligibly small.

6. Model

6.1. Carboxylic Acid Dimers the Basic Idea. The problem of the quantitative theoretical treatment of the spectral properties of systems composed with mutually interacting hydrogen bonds still constitute a real challenge in the area of the hydrogen bond research. There are still many problems to solve in this matter, since even the most advanced theories,
elaborated for the description of the IR spectra of hydrogen bond systems, are unable to reliably explain a number of effects observed in the dimeric spectra. Despite of spectacular achievements in the quantitative description of the intensity distribution in the \( \nu_{\text{X-H}} \) bands, which are the attribute of the proton stretching vibrations in the X–H····Y bridges and in the description of the H/D isotopic effects, the understanding of temperature effects in the spectra seems to be totally incomplete.

Cyclic hydrogen bond dimers, formed by associated carboxyl groups of diverse carboxylic acid molecules, are the most frequently studied model systems investigated in this research area. They exhibit some unusual spectral properties in IR connected with the highly abnormal thermal evolution of the \( \nu_{\text{O-H}} \) and \( \nu_{\text{O-D}} \) band contour shapes. One could expect that the hydrogen bond spectra of diverse carboxylic acid dimers, measured in the \( \nu_{\text{O-H}} \) and \( \nu_{\text{O-D}} \) band frequency ranges, should be fairly similar one to another due to the identical structural units of the molecular dimers, namely, the (COOH)\(_2\) rings, in which two hydrogen bonds exist forming hydrogen bond dimers. However, on comparison of the crystalline spectra of diverse carboxylic acids, a considerable variation degree of the analyzed band contour shapes can be found. This fact undoubtedly remains in a close connection with differences in the electronic structures of diverse carboxylic acid molecules. Simultaneously, these spectra strongly differ, one from the other, by temperature effects characterizing them. Also these effects undoubtedly remain in a close relation with the electronic structures of the associating molecules. The basic experimental facts supporting the hypothesis given above are presented in the following.

6.2. Electronic Structure of Carboxylic Acid Molecules versus the Temperature Effects in Their Crystalline IR Spectra. Based on our previous studies, at this point, let us summarize the basic properties of the \( \nu_{\text{O-H}} \) bands in the IR spectra of the hydrogen bond cyclic dimers formed by diverse carboxylic acid molecules, in relation to their electronic structures.

(a) In the case of carboxylic acid molecules in which the aliphatic fragments are connected directly with carboxyl groups (e.g., \textit{aliphatic monocarboxylic acids} \cite{11–13, 30, 31} and \textit{dicarboxylic acids} \cite{22}), the \( \nu_{\text{O-H}} \) bands are characterized by different intensity distribution patterns, when compared with the corresponding band properties in the IR spectra of \textit{arylcarboxylic acids} \cite{23, 26}. In the first case,
The higher-frequency branch of the νO−H band is more intense in relation to the intensity of the lower-frequency band branch.

(b) In the case of hydrogen-bonded molecular systems, in which carboxyl groups are directly linked to π-electronic systems (e.g., arylcarboxylic [23, 26] and arylacrylic acids [24]), the νO−H band contours are a “mirror reflection” of the band shapes of systems from the point “a.” In this case, the lower-frequency branch of the band is the most intense one. Similar property characterizes spectra of carboxylic acids with other large π-electronic systems in their molecules, for example, cinnamic acid [24], 2-naphtoic acid [26], and 1-naphthylacrylic acid [32].

(c) For other carboxylic acids, in which aromatic radicals are separated from carboxyl groups by fragments of aliphatic hydrocarbon chains (e.g., arylacetic acid [25, 27] and styrylacetic acid [33]), the νO−H band contour shapes are fairly similar to the corresponding band characteristics from the point “a,” that is, to the corresponding spectra of aliphatic monocarboxylic acids [30, 31] and dicarboxylic acids [22]).

The νO−H bands in the spectra of the hydrogen bond of carboxylic acid crystals from the “a” and “c” groups, measured at room temperature, are characterized by relatively low intensity of the lower-frequency branch of he band in comparison with the higher-frequency band branch intensity. On the decrease of temperature to 77 K, only a relatively small growth of the relative intensity of the lower-frequency branch of each band can be observed. This band branch still remains of the lower intensity in the low-temperature spectra.

In the case “b,” even at room temperature spectra, the νO−H bands exhibit relatively high intensity of their lower-frequency branch in relation to the higher-frequency branch. On the temperature decrease up to 77 K, a considerable growth of the relative intensity of the lower-frequency branch of each analyzed band can be observed. As the result of the band contour thermal evolution, in the low-temperature spectra of carboxylic acid crystals of this group the lower-frequency branch is of the dominant intensity in the bands.

According to the “state-of-art” in our contemporary knowledge about the quantitative description of the IR spectra of the hydrogen bond in carboxylic acid dimers, the following interpretation of the νO−H band generation mechanisms seemed to be valid: the lower-frequency branch of the νO−H band is generated by the transition occurring to the Ag-symmetry excited state of the totally symmetric proton stretching vibrations in the dimers. This transition, forbidden by the symmetry rules, becomes allowed via a vibronic mechanism, which is a kind of reverse of the familiar Herzberg-Teller mechanism, originally responsible for the promotion of forbidden electronic transitions in UV spectra.
of aromatic hydrocarbons [34]. Within this approach of the reverse Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling mechanism, electronic properties of single hydrogen bonds themselves, as well as electronic properties of the whole associated molecules and the proton vibration anharmonicity, are responsible for the magnitude of the forbidden transition promotion effects in the dimeric spectra [35]. The promotion mechanism determines a unique property of centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimeric system. This effect found no counterpart in the vibrational spectroscopy of single centrosymmetric molecules.

On the other hand, the higher-frequency spectral branch of the band corresponds with the symmetry-allowed transition to the Au-state of the nontotally symmetric proton vibrations in the centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers. One should expect that the higher-frequency branch of the \( \nu_{O-H} \) band, attributed to the allowed transition, should be more intense than the other band branch related with the forbidden transition. Therefore, based on these intuitive predictions, the spectral properties of the carboxylic acid dimers from the “b” group seem to be highly surprising, contradicting the interpretation of the spectra of systems belonging to the “a” and “c” groups. The particular electronic properties of the carboxylic acid molecules from the “c” group can anyway explain the extremely high intensity of the forbidden lower-frequency branch of the band and its strong temperature dependence.

In order to propose a reliable explanation of this paradox in our analysis, one should also recall the hydrogen bond IR spectra of other hydrogen bond dimeric systems, including spectra of hydrogen-bonded heterocycles. On comparison of the IR spectra of diverse crystalline systems containing cyclic hydrogen bond dimers as the structural units of their lattices, the following general conclusions can be made: most of centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers exhibit regular sufficient spectral properties characterizing their hydrogen bond spectra. Usually, the \( \nu_{X-H} \) bands have the lower-frequency (i.e., the “forbidden”) branch of a lower intensity, even in their low-temperature spectra. However, in some rare cases, for example, 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione [36], 2-tiopyridone [37], and 2-pyridone [38], the \( \nu_{O-H} \) and \( \nu_{N-H} \) bands are characterized by an abnormal, that is, by a “reverse” intensity distribution patterns in their contours. In the latest cases, the lower-frequency branch of each band is more intense when compared with the higher-frequency band intensities. It fairly resembles the properties of the spectral properties at 77 K of carboxylic acid crystals of the “b” group. In the case of the dimeric spectra of the reverse intensity distribution patterns in the bands, for example, 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione [36] and 2-tiopyridone [37], this effect was ascribed previously to the influence of the extreme lengths of the O–H···S and N–H···S hydrogen bonds in the dimeric systems.

The recent considerations, aiming to explain these phenomena, were performed in terms of the dipole-dipole model of the vibrational exciton interactions involving the hydrogen bonds in the dimers. In the case of the interpretation of the spectra of 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione [36] and 2-tiopyridone [37], the hydrogen bond geometry was considered to be responsible for the unusual spectral property of these dimers. However, this approach fails in the interpretation of the spectra of 2-pyridone cyclic dimers [38], in which the N–H···O hydrogen bonds are considerably shorter when compared with the N–H···S bond lengths in 2-thiopyridone cyclic dimers [37] and their spectra qualitatively fairly resemble the corresponding spectra of 2-pyridone [38]. On the other hand, even among the hydrogen bond dimers of diverse molecular systems with the N–H···S hydrogen bonds, for which the extreme spectral properties were found, a substantial diversification in the analyzed spectral properties has been found, despite the extremely long hydrogen bonds in these cases. The IR spectra of 2-mercaptobenzothiazole cyclic dimers [39] exhibit regular properties of the intensity distribution pattern in their \( \nu_{N-H} \) band contours, similarly as the carboxylic acid dimers in the crystals of the groups “a” and “b,” regardless of the extreme N–H···S bond lengths, like these found in 2-thiopyridone dimers [37].

6.3. Spectra of Cyclic Dimers versus Spectra of Chain Hydrogen Bond Systems. It is surprising that spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond dimers in 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione [36], 2-thiopyridone [37], and 2-pyridone [38] crystals fairly resemble by their intensity distribution patterns of the \( \nu_{N-H} \) bands the spectra of chain hydrogen bond systems in a particular group of molecular crystals. In the hydrogen bond spectra of pyrazole [40] and 4-thiopyridone [41] crystals, with hydrogen-bonded molecules forming infinite chains in their lattices, strong linear dichroic effects can be observed, which prove a considerable influence of the exciton interactions involving the adjacent hydrogen bonds in each chain. Figures 12 and 13 explain the source of the differences in the hydrogen bond dimers, the cyclic and the chain ones.

The analysis of this inter-hydrogen-band coupling, in case of cyclic centrosymmetric dimers and in linear dimers, requires taking into consideration two situations of the vibrational transition moment directions for hydrogen bonds in the dimers. For cyclic dimers, the parallel mutual orientation of the dipole transition moments, the exciton interaction energy \( E_{\text{Al}} \) in the limits of the dipole-dipole model is of the positive sign. The vibrational transition corresponding to such arrangement of the vibration dipole moments is
The proton stretching vibrations in an infinite chain of associated hydrogen bonds.

E_{\pm} \quad \text{when the dipole transition moments are of the antiparallel branch, situated at the higher frequency, is generated by the forbidden by the symmetry rules spectral transition is placed at the lower-frequency range. On the contrary, the forbidden by the symmetry rules spectral branch, situated at the higher frequency, is generated by the antiparallel orientation of the vibrating dipoles (see Figure 13). In this case, the exciton coupling energy \( E_{\pm} \) is of the positive sign. The sequence and the properties of the branches in the proton stretching vibration bands in the discussed case are reverse to those observed in the IR spectra of hydrogen bond cyclic dimeric systems.

Therefore, the following problem demands explanation: why do some individual cyclic hydrogen bond dimeric systems exhibit similar spectral properties to the corresponding properties of a particular group of crystals with chain structures of hydrogen-bonded associates (e.g., formic acid [30], pyrazole [40], and 4-thiopyridone [41] crystals). Undoubtedly, this property remains in a close connection with the \( \pi \)-electronic properties of the associating molecules. In the associated molecular systems, vibrational exciton couplings are of the \( \text{“tail-to-head” (TH)} \) type. They involve the adjacent hydrogen bonds within each individual chain in the lattice.

The electronic structure of molecules of this group is most probably the key factor governing these interhydrogen bond interactions.

Nevertheless, the majority of crystals with hydrogen-bonded molecular chains in their lattices surprisingly exhibit the spectral properties similar to the analogous properties of cyclic hydrogen bond dimer spectra from the “a” and “c” groups (e.g., acetic acid [30], N-methylthioacetamide [42], or acetanilide [18] crystals). In the latest case the exciton interactions of the \( \text{“side-to-side” (SS)} \) type involve the closely spaced hydrogen bonds where each moiety belongs to a different chain. In molecules of this group, large \( \pi \)-electronic systems are absent. Only \textit{carbonyl} or \textit{thiocarbonyl} groups, each with a small \( \pi \)-electronic system, are present in these molecules.

From the above-presented data, it results that the way of realization of the vibrational exciton interactions in various hydrogen bond aggregates (cyclic dimers, infinite chains), affecting the \( \nu_{\pi-\text{H}} \) and \( \nu_{\pi-\text{H}} \) band fine structures, does not directly depend on the hydrogen bond system geometry. It is rather determined by the electronic structure of the associating molecules.

### 7. Theoretical Approach Proposed

The \textit{dipole-dipole} interaction model, widely used for a simplified description of the exciton interactions between hydrogen bonds, seems to be inadequate in the explanation of the wide diversity of the spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond dimers. There is some experimental data indicating that these couplings do not always occur as \textit{“through-space”} and they are also widespread by the hydrogen bond electrons as well as by electrons of the molecular skeletons. Therefore, in terms of the theory of molecular vibrational excitons [43, 44], the exciton interaction integrals in some cases may also considerably strongly depend on the electronic coordinates. In advantageous circumstances, resulting from a proper electronic structure of the associating molecules, the proton stretching vibrations can induce electric current oscillating around a cyclic hydrogen bond dimer, or in the other case, oscillating along a hydrogen bond chain. However, only the totally symmetric proton vibrations are able to effectively induce the electric current in the ring or in the chain, while the nontotally symmetric vibrations are inactive in this mechanism, since currents induced in each individual hydrogen bond are annihilated in a dimer. The formalism of the model of the electric current generated by oscillating protons in cyclic hydrogen bond dimers was proposed by Nafe three decades ago [45].

In the scope of the considerations given above, it seems justified to treat formally a cyclic hydrogen bond dimer by the following two ways, taking into account the exciton interactions in the system.

(1) As a closed chain in which the adjacent hydrogen bonds are strongly exciton-coupled, similarly as in the chain associates in pyrazole [40] and 4-thiopyridone [41] crystals. This is the coupling of the TH type occurring around the molecular cycle.
way the coupling occurs via the easy-polarizable electrons on the $\pi$-orbitals. Therefore, the cyclic dimer spectrum is fairly similar to the spectrum of a chain system, with a low intensity of the higher-frequency band branch.

(2) As a pair of partially independent hydrogen bonds, which remains only “through-space” exciton coupled. It can be considered as a coupling of a SS type, without the generation of the ring electric current in the dimer. This behavior characterizes the associated molecular systems with no large $\pi$-electronic systems in their structures, where only small $\pi$-electronic systems are present in carbonyl and thiocarbonyl groups. In these circumstances, the dimeric spectra are of the standard form, with a low intensity of the lower-frequency $\nu_{X-H}$ band branch. For the quantitative description of the exciton interactions involving hydrogen bonds, influencing the dimer spectra, the dipole-dipole model is sufficiently adequate.

The $\nu_{X-H}$ band shapes in the two types of the dimer spectra are related one with the other by the approximate mirror reflection symmetry. In the case 1, the lower-intensity spectral branch appears in the higher-frequency range and is generated by the quasiforbidden vibrational transition in a dimer, occurring to the excited state of the totally symmetric proton stretching vibrations. In case 2 the lower intensity spectral branch appears in the lower-frequency range. It corresponds with the quasi-forbidden vibrational transition in a dimer. The above-presented spectral properties of diverse hydrogen bond cyclic dimers may allow explaining the thermal evolution effects in the hydrogen bond IR spectra of carboxylic acid crystals.

It seems that in order to explain the temperature effects in the IR spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond dimers the following hypothesis concerning the mechanisms of the spectra generation should be accepted: let us assume that two competing mechanisms of vibrational exciton interactions involving hydrogen bonds in cyclic dimers are simultaneously responsible for the formation of the $\nu_{X-H}$ band contour shapes. The contribution of each individual mechanism depends on the electronic structure of the associating molecules, on the electronic properties of the heavy atoms forming the hydrogen bridges as well as on temperature.

(A) The first mechanism depends on the “side-to-side” (SS)-type vibrational exciton coupling between the hydrogen bonds in cyclic dimers. In this case, the dimer hydrogen bonds interact one with the other as through-space via the van der Waals forces.

(B) The other mechanism assumes a “tail-to-head” (TH)-type exciton coupling involving the hydrogen bonds in the dimers. These interactions occur around the cycles via electrons.

The “B” mechanism seems to be privileged in the case of the particular kind of associated molecules, in which hydrogen bonds couple with large $\pi$-electronic systems, for example, for aromatic carboxylic acid molecules. The “A” mechanism seems to dominate in the case of molecular systems with small $\pi$-electronic systems, for example, for aliphatic carboxylic acid molecules.

It seems obvious that for an individual hydrogen-bonded dimeric system the contribution of each mechanism is temperature dependent. For molecules with large $\pi$-electronic systems directly coupled with the hydrogen bonds, the “B” mechanism should be privileged at very low temperatures. Temperature growth, influencing the increase of atomic vibration amplitudes, should annihilate the electric current induced by the totally symmetric proton vibrations in the cycles. In these circumstances, the role of the “A” mechanism increases, namely, of the “through-space” vibrational exciton coupling between the hydrogen bonds in a dimer. This should, therefore, result in a particularly strong temperature-induced evolution of the $\nu_{X-H}$ bands, especially in the case of the spectra of 2-thiopyridone [37] and 2-pyridone [38] type dimers. Even when the lower-frequency branch of the band is less intense when compared with the higher-frequency one, the temperature decrease till 77 K causes its considerable intensity growth, and in these circumstances the lower-frequency branch becomes more intense than the higher-frequency band branch.

In the spectra of cyclic dimers, with only small $\pi$-electronic systems in the associating molecules, the temperature decrease usually does not cause a considerable intensity growth of the lower-frequency band branch. It still remains less intense when compared with the higher-frequency branch of the band. It means that, due to the molecular electronic properties of this group of dimers, the “B” mechanism cannot be activated effectively enough even at very low temperatures.

8. Spectral Consequences of the Model for Carboxylic Acids

From the above assumptions, it results the choice of the proper way of the model calculations of the $\nu_{X-H}$ and $\nu_{X-D}$ band contours in IR spectra of hydrogen bond dimers. In the limits of the proposed approach, a theoretical spectrum of the model system can be derived, formally treated as a superposition of two component spectra, where each individual spectrum corresponds with a different mechanism of the exciton interactions, SS (A) and TH (B), involving the dimer hydrogen bonds. In terms of the “strong-coupling” theory [6–8], in each exciton interaction mechanism case, the $\nu_{X-H}$ band in the dimeric spectrum is a superposition of two component bands, “Plus” and “Minus,” each of a different origin.

The “Plus” band is generated by the dipole allowed transition to the excited state of the nontotally symmetric proton stretching vibrations in a centrosymmetric dimer, belonging to the Au representation. On the other hand, the “Minus” band is connected with the symmetry forbidden transition to the Ag-symmetry state of the totally symmetric proton vibrations in the dimers, activated by a vibronic mechanism [35]. In the case when the mechanism “A” exclusively decides about the dimer spectra generation mechanism, the “Minus” band appears in the lower “B” mechanism frequency range in
relation to the “Plus” band location. In the other case, when the “B” mechanism governs the dimer spectra generation, the two component bands appear in the reverse sequence than in the case “A”. It means that in the case of the “B” mechanism governing the spectra generation, the “Minus” band representing the forbidden transition appears in the higher-frequency range than the “Plus” band connected with the allowed transition.

9. Model Calculations of the Band Contours

In the two cases, A and B, model calculations, aiming at reconstituting of the “residual” ν_O–O and ν_D–D band shapes, were performed within the limits of the “strong-coupling” theory, for a model centrosymmetric O–H···O hydrogen bond dimeric system. [6–8, 46] We assumed that the main ν_O–H and ν_D–D band shaping mechanism involved strongly anharmonically coupled the high-frequency proton (or deuteron) stretching vibrations and the low-frequency O···O hydrogen bridge stretching vibrational motions. Calculation of the hydrogen bond system IR spectra in terms of the “strong-coupling” model allows to obtain results fairly comparable with the results of the spectra calculation performed using the “relaxation” theory [9, 10, 47–49].

According to the formalism of the “strong-coupling” theory [6–8, 46], the ν_O–H band shape of a dimer depends on the following system of dimensionless coupling parameters: (i) on the distortion parameter, “b_H”, and (ii) on the resonance interaction parameters, “C_O” and “C_I”. The “b_H” parameter describes the change in the equilibrium geometry for the low-energy hydrogen bond stretching vibrations, accompanying the excitation of the high-frequency proton stretching vibrations ν_O–H. The “C_O” and “C_I” parameters are responsible for the exciton interactions between the hydrogen bonds in a dimer. They denote the subsequent expansion coefficients in the series on developing the resonance interaction integral “C” with respect to the normal coordinates of the ν_O··O low-frequency stretching vibrations of the hydrogen bond. This is in accordance with the formula:

\[ C = C_O + C_I Q_1, \]

where \( Q_1 \) represents the totally symmetric normal coordinate for the low-frequency hydrogen bridge stretching vibrations in the dimer. This parameter system is closely related to the intensity distribution in the dimeric ν_{N–H} band. The “b_H” and “C_I” parameters are directly related to the dimeric ν_N–H component bandwidth. The “C_O” parameter defines the splitting of the component bands of the dimeric spectrum corresponding to the excitation of the proton vibrational motions of different symmetries, Ag and Au. In its simplest, original version, the “strong-coupling” model predicts reduction of the distortion parameter value for the deuterium bond systems according to the relation:

\[ b_H = \sqrt{2} b_D. \]

For the “C_O” and “C_I” resonance interaction parameters, the theory predicts the isotopic effect expressed by the 1.0 to \( \sqrt{2} \)-fold reduction of the parameter values for D-bonded dimeric systems.

As the consequence of the “strong-coupling” model, the ν_O–H and ν_D–D band contour fine structures were treated as a superposition of two component bands. They correspond to the excitation of the two kinds of proton stretching vibrations, each exhibiting a different symmetry. In the case of the A exciton coupling mechanism and for the C_I point symmetry group of the model dimer, the excitation of the Ag vibrations in the dimer generates the lower-frequency transition branch of the ν_O–H band when the Au vibrations are responsible for the higher-frequency band branch. In the case of the B mechanism, the component subbands appear in reverse sequence.

Here, we consider an identical anharmonic coupling parameter system for the two individual mechanism cases A and B although diversification of the coupling parameter value systems seems to be better justified. We assume the contribution of each mechanism as governed by a Boltzmann-type relation. In addition, for the statistical weight parameters of each individual mechanism, \( P_A(T) \) and \( P_B(T) \), one must distinguish which state is dominant, that is, when the SS (A) state is of the lower energy and the TH (B) state is of a higher energy value and vice versa. In order to reproduce the temperature dependence of experimental spectra particularly for its width and the position of its first moment, we used for the \( P_A^{AB}(T) \) exponential temperature dependence according to

\[ P_A^{AB}(T) = 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\alpha^{AB}}{k_B T} \right), \]

where \( \alpha^{AB} \) is the activation energy parameter when the SS state is dominant and \( k_B \) is the constant of Boltzmann. In such circumstance, \( P_B^{AB}(T) \) takes the following expression:

\[ P_B^{AB}(T) = \exp \left( -\frac{\alpha^{AB}}{k_B T} \right), \]

It is interesting to note that, in the case of A, for very low temperatures, the statistical weight \( P_A^{AB}(T) \) parameter is close to 1.0 and \( P_B^{AB}(T) \) is almost equal 0.0. In these circumstances, the SS-type interaction is the basic type of the exciton coupling involving the dimer hydrogen bonds. For high temperatures, the \( P_B^{AB}(T) \) parameter values are different from 0.0 and they are intermediate between 0.0 and 1.0 (rather closer to 0.5) and \( P_B^{AB}(T) \) approaches 0.5. When the temperature increases, \( P_B^{AB}(T) \) also increases. It means that, the TH coupling, occurring via the electric current in the ring is activated in higher temperatures in a magnitude depending on the energy gap between these two states of the vibrationally excited dimer. From our experimental estimations, the energy gap for some dimeric system cases is relatively large and in another cases it may be relatively low.

In the case B, where the TH state is of a lower energy value, we assume the same formula but the energy barrier \( \alpha^{RA} \) height is relatively low. In such a circumstance,
the statistical weight parameters, \( P_A(T) \) and \( P_B(T) \), may be written as follows:

\[
P_A^{BA}(T) = \exp \left( -\frac{\alpha_A^{BA}}{k_B T} \right),
\]

\[
P_B^{BA}(T) = 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\alpha_B^{BA}}{k_B T} \right).
\]

As we can see, for very low temperatures, \( P_A^{BA}(T) \) may be practically equal to 1.0. For this kind of dimeric systems, the TH-type exciton coupling is the basic natural way in which the inter-hydrogen bond interactions occur. The growth in temperature annihilates this way of the coupling, due to the vanishing of the electronic current induced in the cycles, accompanied by large-amplitude thermal motions of atoms in the dimers. For high temperatures, \( P_A^{BA}(T) \) decreases and becomes of an intermediate value between 0.0 and 1.0 (rather closer to 0.5), while the statistical weight \( P_B^{BA}(T) \) grows declining from 0.0 up to 0.5. The energy gap between the two states in some molecular cases is usually relatively large, and in other cases it may be relatively small. It depends of the electronic properties of the associating molecules forming the dimers. From our experimental data, it can be concluded that the cases A and B represent the extreme cases of the interhydrogen bond coupling in cyclic hydrogen bond dimers. There are also many systems exhibiting an intermediate behavior. For a relatively small magnitude of the absolute values of the energy barrier height, the two cases A and B are practically nondistinguishable.

The theoretical spectra reconstituting the \( \nu_{O\cdots H} \) band contours measured at the two different temperatures, 293 K and 77 K, were calculated in terms of the two di-ff-ff parameters for the "a n i" and equal to 0.35 : 0.65 in the case of the room temperature spectrum reconstitution. For the low-temperature spectrum case, this parameter ratio value is very close to 0.55 : 0.45.

In Figures 14 and 15, we present the theoretical \( \nu_{O\cdots H} \) and \( \nu_{O-D} \) band contours calculated in terms of the two different vibrational exciton coupling mechanisms involving the cyclic dimer hydrogen bonds, that is, "side-to-side" (SS) and "tail-to-head" (TH). (a) The SS coupling mechanism. (b) The TH coupling mechanism. (I) The "minus" band. (II) The "plus" band (III) Superposition of the I and II spectra, each taken with its appropriate individual statistical weight parameter, \( F^+ \) and \( F^- \). In both mechanism cases, the same coupling parameter value system was used for calculations: \( \beta = 1.4, C_0 = 1.5, C_1 = -0.2, F^+ = 1.0, F^- = 0.2, \Omega_{O\cdots O} = 100 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). The transition frequencies are in the \( \omega_{O\cdots O} \) vibrational quantum units, and the transition frequencies are expressed with respect to the gravity center of the hypothetical spectrum of a monomeric hydrogen bond in the cyclic hydrogen bond dimer. Transition intensities are in arbitrary units.

For the 2-furanacrylic acid crystal spectra, the statistical weight parameter ratio, \( P_A(T) : P_B(T) \), for the SS and TH mechanisms were estimated as equal to 0.35 : 0.65 in the case of the room temperature spectrum reconstitution. For the low-temperature spectrum case, this parameter ratio value is equal to 0.55 : 0.45.

In Figures 16 and 17, the evolution of the \( \nu_{O\cdots H} \) and \( \nu_{O-D} \) band contour shapes accompanying the variation in the relative contribution of the SS and TH coupling mechanisms in generation of a dimeric spectra is shown. Similar band

![Figure 14: The theoretically derived \( \nu_{O\cdots H} \) band contours calculated in terms of the "strong-coupling" theory in the limits of the two different vibrational exciton coupling mechanisms involving the cyclic dimer hydrogen bonds, that is, "side-to-side" (SS) and "tail-to-head" (TH). (a) The SS coupling mechanism. (b) The TH coupling mechanism. (I) The "minus" band. (II) The "plus" band (III) Superposition of the I and II spectra, each taken with its appropriate individual statistical weight parameter, \( F^+ \) and \( F^- \). In both mechanism cases, the same coupling parameter value system was used for calculations: \( \beta = 1.4, C_0 = 1.5, C_1 = -0.2, F^+ = 1.0, F^- = 0.2, \Omega_{O\cdots O} = 100 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). The transition frequencies are in the \( \omega_{O\cdots O} \) vibrational quantum units, and the transition frequencies are expressed with respect to the gravity center of the hypothetical spectrum of a monomeric hydrogen bond in the cyclic hydrogen bond dimer. Transition intensities are in arbitrary units.](image-url)
shape evolution accompanies temperature changes during the spectral experiments.

From the comparison of the corresponding calculated and experimental spectra, it results that the intensity distribution patterns and the temperature effects in the spectra of the two different crystalline systems have been at least semiquantitatively reproduced via the model calculations.

**10. Spectra of 2-Furanacetic and 2-Furanacrylic Acid Crystals**

On comparing the IR spectra of the hydrogen bond for the two crystalline systems, essential differences analyzed crystalline spectra other \( \nu_{O-D} \) and \( \nu_{O-H} \) bands. In the case of 2-furanacetic acid spectra, the fine structure pattern of each band, \( \nu_{O-H} \) and \( \nu_{O-D} \), is relatively simple. Each band consists of a low number of well-separated spectral lines. In the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid, each considered band is composed of a noticeably larger number of lines (ca. 2 times larger). It seems to prove a more complex mechanism of the spectra generation in the case of 2-furanacrylic acid in relation to the mechanism governing the spectra generation of 2-furanacetic acid.

The analyzed crystalline spectra of 2-furanacetic acid seem to fully belong to the case A. On the other hand, the crystalline spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid seem to satisfy the demands of the case B. The analyzed difference in the spectral properties of arylacetic acid dimers and the arylacrylic acid dimers most probably results from the influences exerted on to the hydrogen bond dimers, present in the (COOH)\(_2\) cycles, by the aromatic rings. The direct contact between the furan rings with carboxyl groups (arylcarboxylic, furanacrylic, and thiopheneacrylic acids) most likely influences the electric charge density in the (COOH)\(_2\) cycles. This in turn strengthens the vibronic mechanism of the electronic current generation in the hydrogen bond cycles [45]. Separation of the carboxyl groups from aromatic rings by methylene...
groups (arylacetic acids, furanacetic acids, and thiopheneacetic acids) effectively weakens the vibronic coupling mechanism. Therefore, these latter systems belong to the A case.

The analyzed spectral properties of the two different crystalline systems, 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid, are in a good agreement with the described above vibrational excitation interaction mechanisms of the spectra generation for cyclic hydrogen bond dimer. This remains in a close relation to the electronic properties of the two carboxylic acid molecules. For 2-furanacrylic acid dimers, the excitation interactions involving the dimer hydrogen bonds of a SS-type is only weakly temperature dependent. In the case of 2-furanacrylic acid dimers, due to their electronic structure, the interhydrogen bond excitation coupling mechanism changes its character along with the changes in temperature. At very low temperatures, the TH-type interactions, transferred in the (COOH)$_2$ cycles via electrons are dominating. When temperature increases, this mechanism becomes less privileged as being annihilated by the hydrogen-bond atom thermal vibrational motions. It is replaced by the other mechanism depending of the SS-type interactions. Each individual mechanism generates its own spectrum characterized by its unique intensity distribution pattern. Therefore, the $v_{O-H}$ and $v_{O-D}$ bands in the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals exhibit more complex fine structure patterns, since they are superposition of two different spectra, where each component spectrum is of a different origin. Each component spectrum contributing to the $v_{O-H}$ and $v_{O-D}$ band formation, with its statistical weight parameter depended of temperature, corresponds with another exciton interaction mechanism in the cyclic hydrogen bond dimers in the lattice.

Spectra of 2-thiopheneacrylic acid crystals [50] exhibit qualitatively fairly similar properties as the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals. Their $v_{O-H}$ and $v_{O-D}$ bands also demonstrate complex and dense fine structure patterns. They also show very similar temperature effects when compared with the corresponding spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals.

In turn, the spectra of 2-thiopheneacetic acid crystals [50] exhibit qualitatively very similar properties as the spectra of 2-furanacetic acid crystals. Their $v_{O-H}$ and $v_{O-D}$ bands also exhibit relatively simple fine structure patterns. They also demonstrate fairly similar temperature effects when compared with the corresponding spectra of 2-furanacetic acid crystals.

From the comparison of the spectra of the two different groups of carboxylic acid crystals, it results that the electronic structure of the associating molecules is the main factor determining the crystal spectral properties in IR, differentiating the spectral properties of the two groups of hydrogen-bonded systems. Namely, the temperature effects registered in IR spectra of the hydrogen bond in carboxylic acid crystals remain in a close connection with the electronic spectra of the associating molecules forming cyclic hydrogen-bonded dimers in the lattices.

11. The Problem of the Vibrational Selection
Breaking in IR Spectra of Centrosymmetric Hydrogen Bond Dimers

The mechanism proposed in this paper for understanding the sources of temperature effects in the IR spectra of cyclic centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers explains the generation of the lower-frequency $v_{O-H}$ and $v_{O-D}$ band branches of extremely high intensities in IR spectra of carboxylic acid crystals. However, at this stage, the relation with the formerly published vibronic mechanism of the vibrational rule selection breaking in the IR spectra of centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers [35] ought to be discussed since both mechanisms can generate and also explain qualitatively fairly similar spectral effects.

The vibronic mechanism was originally elaborated in the past for the understanding of the fine structure patterns of the published earlier IR spectra of the cyclic, centrosymmetric N–H···S bond dimers formed by 2-thiopyridone and 2-mercaptobenzothiazole molecules as well as extremely nonregular H/D isotopic effects in the spectra [37, 39, 51]. The isotopic effects were expressed by the unusually narrow $\nu_{N-H}$ bands in correspondence to the very wide $\nu_{N-D}$ bands characterized by complex fine structure patterns. In terms of the vibronic model, these effects were
explained by the disappearance of the intensity of the lower-frequency branch of the $\nu_{N-D}$ bands attributed to the N–D bond totally symmetric stretching vibrations in the dimers, due to the weakening of the forbidden transition promotion mechanism [35]. In the case of the $\nu_{N-H}$ bands, the promotion mechanism was effective enough generating the forbidden transition spectral branch of noticeably high intensity. Nevertheless, this branch appeared to be less intense when compared with the allowed transition, higher-frequency branch of the $\nu_{N-H}$ band. The vibronic model ascribed these effects to the difference in the proton and deuteron vibration anharmonicity and to the extremely high polarizability of the N–H···S hydrogen bonds in 2-thiopyridone and 2-mercaptobenzothiazole dimers. These factors were considered as responsible for the magnitude of the vibrational selection rule breaking effects in the dimeric IR spectra [35].

The IR spectra of carboxylic acid crystals with cyclic dimers in their lattices considerably differ by the analogous H/D isotopic effects from the spectra of the N–H···S bonded dimers [22–27, 37, 39]. In the case of carboxylic acid crystals practically no impact of the isotopic substitution onto the relative intensity of the lower-frequency band branch intensities of the $\nu_{O-H}$ and $\nu_{O-D}$ bands in relation to the corresponding higher-frequency branch band intensities, can be noticed. Also the incidentally observed very high intensities of the forbidden transition bands distinguish these IR spectra of carboxylic acid crystals. This proves that the spectra generation mechanism for the carboxylic acid dimers in the crystals essentially differs from the vibronic selection rule breaking mechanism [35].

The following question arises in the scope of our latest estimations: should the vibronic mechanism be definitively rejected as inadequate in the description of the IR spectral properties of centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers, especially carboxylic acid dimers in the solid state? From our hitherto studies of IR spectra of hydrogen-bonded molecular crystals, it results that the two different mechanisms forming the band structures act parallel, each with its individual statistical weight, depending of the electronic properties of the molecular systems forming the dimers. In the case of cyclic dimeric N–H···S bonded molecular systems, the vibronic mechanism appeared to be relatively very sufficient, leading to the appearance of intense forbidden transition $\nu_{N-H}$ band branches. On the other hand, the $\nu_{N-D}$ bands are extremely narrow as practically devoid of the forbidden band branch [37, 39]. The vibronic mechanism is also effective in the generation of IR spectra of crystals with infinite open chains of hydrogen bonded molecules, for example, N-methylthioacetamide [42] or N-phenylacrylamide [52] crystals. Also the H/D isotopic effects in their spectra are fairly similar to the analogous isotopic effects in the corresponding spectra of the N–H···S bonded cyclic dimers. In these chain structures, centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimeric systems are composed of hydrogen bonds, where each moiety belongs to another chain of associated molecules penetrating a unit cell. Most probably, the chain structure of the molecular associates, which excludes the possibility of the induction to circulating electric currents in such dimers, as well as the polarization properties of these hydrogen bonds, is responsible for the existence of the vibronic mechanism [35] in the pure form, influencing the band contour formation.

For the carboxylic acid dimer spectra, the mechanism proposed in this work is dominant regardless of the electronic structure of the substituent atomic groups linked to the carboxyl groups in the molecules. On the basis of the “state-of-art” in the spectral studies of the hydrogen bond systems in molecular crystals, the H/D isotopic effects in the spectra seem to be the main criterion for distinguishing these two individual mechanisms. However, this problem demands further intensive studies in the future.

12. Conclusions

In this paper, we report experimental and theoretical study of IR spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals measured at 293 K and 77 K in the $\nu_{O-H}$ and $\nu_{O-D}$ band frequency ranges. The corresponding spectra of the two individual systems strongly differ. Indeed, in the case of 2-furanacetic acid spectra, the fine structure pattern of each band, $\nu_{O-H}$ and $\nu_{O-D}$, is relatively simple. Each band consists of a low number of well-separated spectral lines. In the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid, each considered band is composed of a noticeably larger number of lines. In addition, the temperature effect characterizing the bands is not the same for the two compounds. The results presented in this paper for 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid allow for the following observations and conclusions.

(1) The crystal IR spectral properties remain in a close relation with the electronic structure of the two different molecular systems. The vibronic coupling mechanism involving the hydrogen bond protons and the electrons on the $\pi$-electronic systems in the molecules determines the way in which the vibrational exciton coupling between the hydrogen bonds in the carboxylic acid dimers occurs.

(2) The analyzed spectral properties of the two different crystalline systems, 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid, are in a good agreement with the vibrational exciton interaction mechanisms of the spectra generation for cyclic hydrogen bond dimer.

(3) For 2-furanacetic acid dimers, the exciton interactions involving the dimer hydrogen bonds of the SS type are only weakly temperature dependent. A weak “through-space” coupling in 2-furanacetic acid dimers of a van der Waals type is responsible for the SS-type coupling.

(4) In the case of 2-furanacrylic acid dimers, due to their electronic molecular structure, the interhydrogen bond exciton coupling mechanism strongly changes its character along with the changes in temperature. Strong coupling in 2-furanacrylic acid dimers prefers a TH-type Davydov coupling widespread by the $\pi$-electrons. At very low temperatures, the TH-type interactions, transferred in the (COOH)$_2$ cycles via
electrons are dominating. This mechanism becomes less privileged at higher temperature as annihilated by the hydrogen-bond atom thermal vibrational motions.

(5) Each individual mechanism, that is, the TH and SS, generates its own spectrum characterized by its unique individual intensity distribution pattern. As we can see, the V_0-H and V_0-D bands in the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals exhibit more complex fine structure patterns, since they are superposition of two different spectra, where each component spectrum is of a different origin. Each component spectrum contributing to the V_0-H and V_0-D bands formation, with its temperature-dependent statistical weight, corresponds with the different exciton interaction mechanism, TH or SS, acting in the cyclic hydrogen bond dimers in the lattice. This explains the observed difference in the temperature-induced evolution of the compared spectra.
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